VOLVO TRUCKS CUSTOMERS LOVE THE VN 670
“COMFORTABLE. QUIET. SUPERB RIDE. FUEL
EFFICIENT AND SAFE. I COULDN’T BE HAPPIER.”
Don Turkelson, Owner-Operator
In 2002 Don Turkelson was the victim of an attempted
truck hijacking and robbery. He was shot in the left leg
trying to escape. But things took a big turn for the better
when he submitted his story on the hijacking to Arrow’s
Back on the Road™ 2008 contest and won a pre-owned
2005 VN 670 tractor. Now, he couldn’t be happier.
“The hijacking incident and gunshot wound I experienced on March 19, 2002 put
me out of commission for over two years. After I recovered, I became an
Don Turkelson appreciates all the
features of his Volvo VN 670, from its
superior ride and comfort to its excellent
fuel economy and safety.

instructor at a truck driving school. But I always wanted to get back on the road.
Winning the 2005 Volvo VN 670 in the “Arrow’s Back on the Road 2008” contest
allowed me to get back to what I love. And I love driving this Volvo VN 670.
“I had driven all brands of trucks in the 11 years I’ve been driving professionally,

Don Turkelson
Owner-Operator
Battle Creek, MI

but I always liked Volvo trucks best. This VN 670 is very comfortable and quiet,
has a panoramic windshield for great visibility and a tight turning radius. The
interior is well-equipped and the seats are ergonomic and very comfortable.

Leased to Heartland Express
North Liberty, IA

“The Volvo D12 465-hp engine in my truck is strong, quiet, handles well and has

Hauls dry goods of all types
primarily east of the
Mississippi

between 6.7 and 7.4 mpg. Last month, for example, I logged 10,243 miles, used

Average annual miles:
130,000

“I guess I have a heightened appreciation for safety since the attempted hijacking

Volvo customer since 2008

the road as well. But just in case, I now take a travelling partner with me on every

great lugging power up hills. Depending on load and terrain, I’m averaging
1,529 gallons of fuel and averaged 6.7 mpg. I’ve driven all brands of engines and
this surely compares to the best of them.

six years ago, so I like the fact that Volvo trucks are built to be the safest trucks on
trip – my German Shepherd, Shadow. Between my dog and my Volvo truck, I think
I’m in pretty good hands.”

For more information on Volvo, contact your local Volvo
dealership or visit us online at www.volvotrucks.us.com.
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